
MISSION STATEMENT
MISSION: We exist to share the gospel through real, raw ministry for addicts, alcoholics, people in and
out of jail, and all other marginalized people and their families.
VISION: To see them saved, immersed in a like-minded Christian community, and grown up in their
relationship with Jesus.

VALUES:
B- build authentic relationships
A- abide in Jesus
C- cultivate real community
E- execute with excellence

Of releasing

P- preach the Bible
O- operate genuinely out of love
W- worship in the Spirit

Salvations so far this year: 84
All time: 236



WINS: We define success as:

1. Each member of the volunteer teams is following Jesus, growing spiritually, living in
freedom, health, and power.

2. We’re actively showing and teaching our guests and small group members how to follow
Jesus, grow spiritually, live in freedom, health, and power.

3. We are engaged in reaching and discipling the marginalized, especially people
struggling with addiction and their families.

4. No gossip whatsoever. We agree that gossip does nothing but tear people and
organizations down. We will instead pray for those people.

5. We intentionally cultivate relationships internally as a family team on mission.
6. The Gospel is being preached in its purity with power with a clear invitation to repent and

believe.
7. Each person who responds to the Gospel is connected with, given a devotional, and

integrated into our biblical community through small groups and serving with our ministry.
8. Hundreds of people find forever freedom from addiction, and their families find forever

freedom from enabling them. As a result, we see many people walk in freedom and
victory.

Revival prayers:

● See average attendance at 500 a week.
● Be operating out of THP Headquarters Building.
● Eradicate addiction through our ministry.
● Use us to bring revival to the messy people. Thousands of people giving their lives to

Jesus!
● See God abundantly bless our ministry financially.


